
GROWING  
MARKET SHARE  
during economic change

How to weather the storm and emerge stronger
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The ripple effects of COVID-19 are unprecedented. Our first 
responsibilities have been people and their safety. As business 

leaders, marketers and investors, it’s also our collective 

responsibility to make financially responsible decisions. 

The following information is meant to help brands stabilize  

(and possibly grow) during these challenging times. To be clear, 

we’re not advocating being “opportunistic” amidst panic. Instead, 

we’re promoting level-headedness, agility and taking the long-

term strategic view. It’s our belief that these traits will best steer 

us back to normalcy, or at least to our new normal.

Today’s Challenge
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1  How are customer behaviors changing?     

2 How is our brand contributing to the world?    

3 Should we postpone, maintain or increase marketing spend? 

4 What can we learn from the past?     

5 What if cuts are required?       

6 How do we get it done right, right now?     

Coming Back Stronger p.23

7  How can we ensure a swift return to business as usual?   

Questions to be Answered
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WEATHERING THE STORM
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HOW ARE CUSTOMER 
BEHAVIORS CHANGING?  

Things are changing weekly, if not daily. Continue to re-evaluate the 

shifting needs of customers and their current homebound reality. 

New habits are developing. Some will not be changing back.

QUESTION 1



A )

The SaversWhich is your  
core audience?

B )

The Wait-And-Seers

C )

The Spring Breakers

D )

The Unfazed

No matter the income bracket, they’re cutting  

back across the board. They’re hurt. They’re scared. 

They don’t see this ending soon. They’re only buying 

the essentials and downgrading those when possible.

This is the mainstream. They see the horizon  

in the distance, but are acting prudent today.  

They’re looking for deals right now. As long as  

recovery starts soon, they’ll stay in this camp.

Not a care in the world. Living for the next  

experience and affordable luxuries. They’re  

barely changing their behavior — as long as  

they’re employed.

Consumption is unfazed. They’re secure enough  

to ride it out. They’re either top income bracket or  

living below their means with financial savvy.  

They’re glass-half-full no matter what, seeking  

ways to turn a dire situation into a positive.
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So how do we fit right now?

Our core audience needs us today

A new audience needs us today

No one needs us today

Stay the course. We’re positioned well.  

We’re fortunate. How can we help others?

Do we wait on our core audience to return?  

How long will that be?

Do we retool our value prop and marketing  

towards the new audience?

How will they access our offering?

Should we invest in tomorrow by shifting  

to top-of-funnel awareness?

Audience needs Factors to consider
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Which is your 
core offering?
Now ask yourself, how do you fit  
into the lives of these new audiences?  

Is your brand:

a must-have

a nice-to-have

a maybe-later

an impulse-buy

Good answers start with good questions.
Work through these foundational questions as you read on.



HOW IS OUR BRAND 
CONTRIBUTING TO  
THE WORLD?

Now is a good time for your brand to be a considerate friend. It’s no time to be reactionary or opportunistic.

Linking your brand to a health scare typically isn’t wise, but people will try. It’s why platforms like Twitter  

and Google are already blocking promoted content and ads capitalizing on the coronavirus.

Today, brands should act according to their principles — the same ones you uphold during normalcy.  

There’s no reason for your brand personality to shift into a press release robot. Instead, let the situation 

expose your core beliefs and strengths. Show people who your brand is when it’s not making money.

QUESTION 2



You may not be 
able to produce  
a cure, but 
you can make 
life easier for 
somebody.

Medical professionals

Parents

College students

Grade school kids

All of us

are dealing with extreme workloads and  

stress on their mental health.

are juggling a remote 40+ hours while caring  

for kids out of daycare and school.

have been sent home, some with no  

home to go to.

get an early summer break, but a lot of them  

rely on school systems to eat.

could use some levity in a world now  

barraged with bad news.
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Think through the ripple effects to identify 

where your brand can help.
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These brands 
have found 
niche avenues 
to help others.

is giving free access to Hangouts while people  

work from home. So are Zoom, Webex, Loom,  

Salesforce, Microsoft and many others.

cut its fee to restaurants.

offers free stays for medical professionals  

and first responders.

is putting $1mil towards its Healthy at  

Home efforts in addition to their $1mil  

donation to Feeding America.

is offering 30 days free for  

displaced college students.

has waived fees for home delivery of  

prescription medications so that patients  

can avoid coming to the pharmacy for  

refills or new prescriptions.
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Domio

Under Armour

Just Eat

U-Haul

CVS

Google
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SHOULD WE POSTPONE, 
MAINTAIN OR INCREASE 
MARKETING SPEND? 

This answer should be nuanced on a channel-by-channel basis. 

Overall, it’s helpful for your entire team to know your spending 

mindset moving forward.

QUESTION 3



 

Postpone Mindset

Options Our Take

 

Maintain Mindset

 

Increase Mindset

“We lack certainty, so we’re freezing everything for now as we collect more 

data. We can afford to take a hit as we regroup and monitor the situation.  

We’ll keep an eye on competitors to see their strategies then react appropriately.”

POSTPONING IS DANGEROUS. 

Initially, you’ll coast off of previous efforts. After a few quiet months, active 

competitors will steal market share. When you stop growing you start dying.  

Be sure reductions are strategic rather than reactionary.

Everyone could use some extra stability and normalcy especially in this  

environment. The risk is non-action. It’s important to keep this mindset  

while making nuanced refinements.

It takes courage, experience and foresight to invest when things look low.  

But historical data proves it’s the best time to do so. The healthiest businesses 

don’t retreat, they pivot and push forward.

MAINTAINING IS ADMIRABLE.

DOUBLING DOWN USUALLY WINS.

“Stay calm. Stay the course. There’s no business case to revise marketing 

spend in either direction. We’ll monitor the situation and be open to new 

timeframes, tactics and strategies as they emerge.”

“We’re connecting with customers to find new ways to provide value right 

now. Competitors are freezing up because the path isn’t clear. We’re pushing 

forward. We’ll emerge with better brand affinity and increased market share.”

12 Weathering the Storm Should we postpone, maintain  

or increase marketing spend? 
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QUESTION 4

WHAT CAN WE LEARN 
FROM THE PAST?

We’re learning in real time how to take action against the  

current outbreak. This situation is unprecedented in our  

modern age. At the same time, as marketers, we can benefit 

from the perspective of recent recessions to help inform  

our path forward.



2008

2001

Source: Malik PIMS

How did brands who grew market share after the 2008 recession  

invest their budgets during the recession?

Marketing

INCREASE INCREASE

R&D

INCREASE

New Products

MAINTAIN/CUT

Fixed Assets

CUT

Admin
During the subprime mortgage crisis, many brands 

were forced to make cuts. Those who grew market 

share following the recession were found to have 

reduced fixed assets and admin costs while increasing 

marketing and product development investments.  

The dot com bubble had several brands cutting 

marketing spend. Those making cuts dropped  

0.8% in market share while those increasing  

spend grew 2.0% in share.  

What’s the market share average % change following 2001 economic downturn 

based on marketing spend during downturn?

Cut Marketing

-0.8%

0.8%

2.0%

Maintain Marketing Increase Marketing
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1990-1991 1949, 1954, 1958, 1961 

1985 1927

1973-1975 1920’s

Pizza Hut and Taco Bell took advantage of McDonald’s  

dropping their advertising and promotion budget. While 

McDonald’s sales dipped by 28%, Pizza Hut increased  

sales by 61% and Taco Bell sales grew by 40%. 

Source: Mastering Customer Value Management

Companies who cut back advertising during these recessions 

lagged behind competitors who maintained their ad budgets.

Source: Buchen Advertising 

Of 600 B2B firms analyzed, those who advertised  

aggressively grew 275% over those who did not. 

Source: McGraw-Hill Research 

Companies continuing to advertise during the economic downturn 

were 20% ahead of where they had been before the recession. 

Companies that reduced advertising were still in the recession,  

7% below their 1920 levels. 

Source: Harvard Business Review

Toyota trailed Honda and Volkswagen. Despite financial  
pressure from the energy crisis, they resisted cutting ad  

budgets and adhered to their long-term strategy. By 1976  

they surpassed Volkswagen as the top U.S. import car maker. 

Source: Knoema

Post was the cereal king. During the Great Depression,  

they cut advertising while rival Kellogg’s doubled its spend, 

investing heavily in radio. Kellogg’s launched Rice Krispies 

featuring Snap, Crackle and Pop, growing profits by 30%  

and claiming the category lead — a position it maintained  

for decades. 

Source: The New York Times
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WHAT IF CUTS ARE 
REQUIRED?

Increasing marketing spend right now swims against the tide. 

It’s a fight you may not win internally, but you can limit  

damage and maximize effectiveness.

QUESTION 5



1

Focus on your core.

2

Lean on the math.

3

Watch competitors. 

4

Don’t cut too deep.

Now is not the time to spread scarce resources across 

multiple brands or variations. 

Objectively analyze everything. In what areas do you have 

the best data to make informed, timely decisions? Every 

recent recession has resulted in less traditional offline 
media and more measurable online media for this reason.

Many budget reductions are gut reactions. Your 

competitors, especially the least stable or experienced,  

will likely cut first. Pay attention to their moves to see 
where opportunities remain. You’ll see an even greater 

long-term return on your marketing investments.  

Look at successes in lateral industries for inspiration  

and guidance.

Keep the wheels of business turning. Get creative.  

Families are dependent on it. Nothing greases  

those wheels like effective marketing.
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HOW DO WE  
GET IT DONE RIGHT, 
RIGHT NOW?

QUESTION 6



Brand  
Messaging

Empathy

Engage

Educate

Audit your messaging.+

+ Double down on creativity.

Listen first. Help second. 

Speak with a tone of understanding and cautious optimism.

Participate with your stakeholders. Inspire new solutions.  

It’s a chance to build community.

Provide updates on actions taken, but remember it’s less about  

you and more about who you serve.

Make sure visuals, copy or promos won’t breed negative sentiment. 

By most estimates, creative can have 5x as much impact on profit as  

media channels. When the world is changing, so should your message.

No matter the approach, this is no time to change  

your identity. Be yourself. While many are assuming  

the role of caregiver, you can still give while  

keeping your unique tone & voice.
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Channel Strategies
End-of-funnel sales depend on top-of-funnel activities.  

To find the right mix and avoid start-and-stop results, let’s consider:

Audience Context Funnel Stage ROI Timeframe

+   How have media habits changed?

+   What other messages are we competing with  

     or steering clear of? (e.g. health, politics)

+   Do we focus on top-of-funnel tomorrow?

+   Do we focus on bottom-of-funnel for  

     sales today? 

+   How has cost per acquisition changed in  

      the past days/weeks?

+   What long-term investments can we make?  

     (e.g. SEO, content, web)

+   What short-term investments can we make?  

     (e.g. SEM, paid media)
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Increase Investment Video: Online
Paid Media: Social, Gaming
Paid Media: eCommerce
Paid Media: Programmatic Streaming
SEO & Content

Print Media

Events/Tradeshow

Outdoor/OOH

Experiential

Cinema

Organic Social

Paid Search

Paid Media: Retargeting
Email & CRM

Video: Broadcast
Radio: Broadcast/Digital
Public Relations

Direct Mail

Maintain & Revise

Defer Investment
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Key Principles to consider during the storm

Rise above platitudes.

Sustain sales. Get more for less.

Less talk. More action. Move quickly via new avenues.

Emphasize flexibility.

Emphasize level-headed optimism, but beware empty words.  

Stay positive, stay sincere. It’s less about transactions and  

more about community and shared values.

Make every dollar work harder across the funnel. Optimize 

channel mix to reflect shifts in media consumption. Place bets  
on the most measurable surging channels. (hint: online)

Don’t just issue a COVID-19 statement about wiping your counters: 
put that purpose statement to work. Look for ways to provide 

common benefit.

Speed is top priority. Stay nimble and ready to pivot, but don’t 

miss your window. Leverage social for real-time communication. 

Consider live streaming, community messaging groups, online 

events and activations.

In times of uncertainty, people are shy to commit resources. 

Explore ways for penalty-free zero-notice cancellations or returns. 

Remove the reason for customers to talk themselves out of  

a purchase.

Plan ahead. Be ready.

Ensure all aspects of upcoming campaigns are ready to launch 

once your intel shows market readiness. This will be the most 

expedient method for offsetting any previous business losses. 

The first brands out of the block will be the ones to capitalize  
on the recovery.
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HOW CAN WE ENSURE  
A SWIFT RETURN TO  
BUSINESS AS USUAL?

QUESTION 7



It’s impossible to provide an accurate forecast in 

the U.S. The situation continues to unfold. We can 

learn from other countries, but each response and 

economy is unique. For example, in China it took six 

weeks to reach early recovery stages after the initial 

outbreak. Traffic returned, goods were being sold, 

energy consumption rebounded and real estate 

transactions bounced back.

Be Prepared

Source: Wind,cqcoal.com and BCG Center for Macroeconomics

Property Transactions in China

Traded Building Units Across 10 Major Cities

3K

2K

1K
Peak outbreak  

in Wuhan
Chinese New 

Year
Early-stage 
Recovery

Jan

7

Jan

13

Jan

19

Jan

25

Jan

31

Feb

6

Feb

13

Feb

19

Feb

25
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Economists have 
plotted out three 
scenarios for the 
U.S. economy:  
likely, plausible 
and unlikely.

Economists ha

likely, plausible and unlikEconomic Shock: 3 Scenarios

Source: BCG Center for Macroeconomics Analysis

Q1

100

120

G
D

P
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ev
e

l

110

Likely - “V” Scenario

Plausible - “U” Scenario 

Unlikely - “L” Scenario 

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10

A V-shaped scenario depicts a classic economic shock, where growth eventually rebounds. In a U-shaped scenario,  

there is some permanent loss of output after the initial shock. An L-shaped scenario signals real structural damage,  

with a significant impact on growth.
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Hospitality

Finance

Software as a Service

Healthcare

Retail

Food & Beverage

Commercial Real Estate

Wanderlust at an all-time high, yearning for the  

green light to explore.

Here’s what 
pent-up 
demand  
may look like 
for multiple 
industries:

Adopting contact-free transactions.

Late adopters speeding up switch to online services.

Appreciative of societal contribution and bioscience advances.

Celebrate post-hibernation. Time to look good again.  

Stick with online innovators.

Time to meet our favorite people at our favorite places.

Greater appreciation for our sense of place while  

realizing remote connections work well too.

While we can’t predict the future, we can get  

ourselves ready for what most predict will be  

a strong recovery on the backside.
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Source: Kantar WeChat Survey, Chinese consumers, N=1093 - Feb 6-9, 2020

Consumer Spending What will increase post-quarantine?

Out-of-home dining

Travel

Out-of-home entertainment

Epidemic prevention

Food and beverage

Wealth management/stocks

Gym

Hair salon/manicure

Personal care

Nutritional supplements

Household cleaning

Pharmaceuticals

Apparel

Medical/life insurance

Cosmetics

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
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Digital Everything Delivery

Isolated MindstateCollective Wellbeing

Appreciate Slow Local Pride

Working from home and online meetings just became  

a norm, as is talking to a doctor and coughing into  

a camera. How will your customer experience change in  

this new normal?

Essentials have been delivered to us. A trip to the  

store went from hassle to hazard. What will customers  

demand of your delivery methods?

We all need a bit of emotional support during isolation.  

Some will remain introspective. Some will have rethought  

major topics. Some will just be ready to party. How will  

your best customers react?

Cleaning and self-care have been top of mind, not just for 

ourselves but for others. Seniors in particular have been of 

concern. How else will we look after the vulnerable populous?

Parents have spent more time with their kids and been  

more hands on with their learning. The hustle and bustle  

stopped for a moment. Will we be ready to jump back to full  

speed or think twice?

Your favorite gathering spot has had it rough. Support from the 

community will be at an all-time high. How can your brand lend 

your support?

Treat these as springboards. They might spark an  

idea for how you will relate to your target audience.
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for the  
New Normal



Key Principles for Coming Back Stronger

Online to offline

Speak from the heart

Roadmap key moments Reward loyalty

Re-examine your value prop

Consider geographies Prioritize digital

Two trends are emerging. Everything is going online in ways  

that will likely not be reversed. At the same time there will be  

a lot of pent-up demand for in-person experiences once there’s  

a green light. Be ready for online to point to offline.

We’ve all been homebound and pining to socialize. Some fared 

worse financially, others health-wise. It’s a good time for your 
brand to display its humanity.

The rebound will come in phases. First, hesitancy.  

Then celebration. Finally, the new normal. Map out how  

your brand should play in each in terms of messages  

and channels.

Retention is key. Make sure your customers before the outbreak 

remain your customers. Don’t let competitors take your turf.  

When the time is right, celebrate and reward loyalty like never before.

Identify how your offerings are positioned in the new normal.  

If necessary, modify and evolve everything from brand messaging 

to customer experience.

Apply bid modifiers to locations still heavily affected or  
based on product/service availability.

Digital is disrupting every established industry. This outbreak  

has accelerated that shift once again. It won’t be the last.  

During the 2008 financial crash, marketers quickly shifted  
spend from print (-27%) to make sure online channels (-2%) 

continued. Gain a competitive edge by beating others online.
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People  
Who Can 
Guide & 
Execute

Full-Service Ad Agency

In-House Staff

Mid-Size Marketing Firm

Freelancer

Long-term AOR

Long-term employment How does salary and overhead 

compare to external partners?

Month-to-month,  

Project-to-project

Month-to-month,  

Project-to-project

People Commitment Question

How do we provide better  

inputs to maximize value?

Is their expertise varied enough  

when priorities shift?

Who will coordinate the execution?

+   Creative powerhouse.

+   Media sophistication.

+   Most familiar with your product/service.

+   Discipline specialists.

+   No B-teams.

+   Single-focus expert.

+   Ready to execute.

To ensure you have the right people working  

on behalf of your brand, identify the right mix  

of people and partners to guide and execute  

your mission.
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How can we help?

Jake Jacobson 

VP, Growth & Partnerships

jjacobson@nativedigital.com

Justin Watkins 

CEO, Founder

jwatkins@nativedigital.com

These are the top three requests from existing clients.

Pivot  
Workshop

Message Playbook 
Adaptation

Channel Strategy 
Reallocation

We’re leading guided virtual consultation sessions with each discipline  

expert to revise audience, message and channel strategies.  

Speed to market to key.

With so many people speaking on behalf of the brand, it’s critical to be  

on the same page. This adapts headlines, supporting points and desired  

action for each audience segment allowing marketing, sales, ops and  

vendors to stay aligned.

Customer behavior has changed, so should the marketing mix. Our analysts 

measure what’s working, what’s not and advise reallocation of spend for  

today and post-recovery.
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